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Abstract
Recent advances in crowd simulation techniques have led to realistic agent and group behavior through elaborate behavioral
models, complex motion planning algorithms and impressive physics systems. As many crowd simulation solutions typically
target only speciﬁc types of environment and scenario, a variety of special-purpose methods and systems has emerged that are
hard to re-conﬁgure and re-use in other contexts. Solving this situation demands a higher-level approach that takes re-use and
conﬁguration of crowds as a priority, for adequate application in a broad variety of scenarios, virtual environments and inter-
action with the entities present in that environment. In this article we propose semantic crowds, a novel approach that allows
one to re-use the same crowds for virtually any environment, and have them use the objects available in it in a meaningful
manner, without any modiﬁcation. To have the agents autonomously interact within any virtual world, we minimize in them
the information relative to what objects do and how to use them. Instead, that information is stored in the objects themselves,
which the agents can then query, based on what they plausibly want to achieve. To facilitate creating such crowds, we devel-
oped an interactive crowd editor that provides high-level editing parameters for deﬁning crowd templates. We illustrate the
ﬂexibility of semantic crowds by means of two cases, in which we let the same crowd populate quite diﬀerently conﬁgured
airport terminal environments. These examples also highlight that this modular approach easily combines with your custom
implementations of agent behavior model and/or motion planner.
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Bidarra. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Real-time crowd simulation is becoming increasingly important for a large variety of applications, such as
games and simulation systems for training and education. For example, entertainment and serious games can
expect a fair amount of criticism, if they feature rather unpopulated and empty cities and other environments.
Recent advances in crowd simulation techniques have enabled more and more realistic agent and group behavior
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deploying, among other things, elaborate behavioral models, complex motion planning algorithms and impressive
physics systems.
However, these improvements come at a price: most crowd simulation solutions are either too generic and
high-level, or they are pretty much ’hard-wired’ and customized, typically targeting only a few speciﬁc types
of environment and scenario. The former likely leads to repetitive, ’canned behavior’, the latter to an ad-hoc,
specialized crowd, only suited for a very narrow application domain. In both cases, we are faced with a large
variety of special-purpose methods and systems that are hard to re-conﬁgure and re-use in other contexts.
Avoiding these drawbacks requires a totally diﬀerent approach, one that primarily supports and promotes the
speciﬁcation, conﬁguration and re-use of crowds. In this article we propose one such approach, called semantic
crowds, that allows one to specify and re-use the same crowds for virtually any environment, and have them use
whatever objects are available in it in a meaningful manner, without any modiﬁcation.
We argue that, in order to successfully apply such speciﬁcations, or crowd proﬁles, in a broad variety of
scenarios and virtual environments, the latter have to contain more than just pure geometry: they have to be
extended with semantics. In the ﬁelds of linguistics, computer science and psychology, semantics is the study of
meaning in communication. When focusing on virtual environments, we call semantics ’all information conveying
the meaning of a virtual world and its entities’ [1]. In this deﬁnition, entities encompass everything that can exist
inside a world. Semantic virtual worlds, thus, consist of entities that ’know’ not only about their shape and
materials, but also about their attributes, roles, functions, services, etc. Such entities have the potential to strongly
improve the quality and variety of interactions with an avatar, be it of a player or of any agent from a crowd [2].
In order to have the agents in a semantic crowd plausibly and autonomously interact within any virtual world,
we minimize the information in the agents relative to what objects do and how to use them. Instead, that informa-
tion is stored in the objects themselves, which the agents can then purposefully query, based on what they want to
achieve.
For the speciﬁcation of crowds and agent behavior, we integrate several concepts, results and methods known
from the literature. The novel contribution of our work lies mainly in that the same crowd, once speciﬁed, can
be applied to whatever diﬀerent virtual environments, while its agents always exhibit plausible yet very diﬀerent
behaviors without having to be ‘re-wired’ themselves. In other words, we are making such crowds eﬀectively
reusable.
The paper is structured as follows. We ﬁrst survey previous work related to the speciﬁcation of both virtual
crowds and environments (Section 2). Next we elaborate on the essential aspects of semantics, particularly on
its contribution to crowd and environment deﬁnition (Section 3). We then introduce the main concepts of the
semantic crowd model, both in its demographics and in its agents (Section 4), and describe the main features
of our prototype framework, including an interactive crowd editor that provides high-level editing parameters for
deﬁning crowd proﬁles (Section 5). Finally, we illustrate the potential and ﬂexibility of semantic crowds by means
of two demonstration cases (Section 6) and draw some conclusion (Section 7).
2. Related Work
This section surveys a selection of previous work regarding the representation and generation of virtual envi-
ronments and crowds.
2.1. Virtual Environments
Beyond geometric data, virtual environments may also contain information about objects, which actions these
can perform or how they can be used by agents. A Virtual Environment (VE) presenting this kind of information
is normally referenced as an Intelligent Virtual Environment [3], Informed Environment [4] or Semantic Virtual
Environment [5].
Thomas and Donikian [6] propose a model of virtual environments using structures suitable for behavioral
animations. Using this knowledge, autonomous virtual actors can behave like pedestrians or car drivers in an
urban environment.
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Through the concept of synoptic objects [7], Badawi and Donikian describe an informed environment using
objects which contain a synopsis of interactions that they can be subjected to. Using a set of seven basic actions,
the objects can describe the interaction process to any agent using them.
Smart objects [8] were a successful proposal for adding semantics to virtual objects, dealing with many of
the possible user interactions in a VE. They were primarily devised for manipulation, animation, and planning
purposes.
Gutierrez, Vexo and Thalmann [9] present an object representation based on the semantics and functionality
of interactive digital items within a VE. Each object participating in a VE application in not only a 3D shape,
but a dynamic entity with multiple visual representations and functionalities. In this way is possible dynamically
scaling and adapting the object’s geometry and functions to diﬀerent scenarios.
Research in artiﬁcial intelligence proposed the notion of ontologies, due to the lack of shareable and reusable
knowledge bases [10]. Ontologies deﬁne the meaning of objects and the relations between them. Using this
concept to deﬁne a world knowledge base, Grimaldo et al. [11] propose a semantic-based framework for simu-
lation of groups of intelligent agents. Agents can use the provided information to enhance both agent–object and
agent–agent interactions. An object taxonomy is used to classify the interactive objects and to get their properties.
Ontologies are also used to deﬁne social relations among agents in order to display socially acceptable decisions.
A semantic model for representing multi-layered complex environments is presented by Jiang et al. [12] and
is composed of three diﬀerent levels: a geometric level, a semantic level, and an application level. The geometric
level contains a 3D model of the environment that is used for visualization and to extract semantic information that
will feed the next semantic level. This semantic level comprehends a structure map, a topologic map and a height
map which are used to identify or query semantic information of the environment. The ﬁnal layer (application
level) is responsible for providing eﬃcient interaction between pedestrians and the environment. The crowd model
used in their work is a modiﬁed version of the original model proposed by Treuille et al. [13].
2.2. Crowds
Virtual groups have been studied since the early days of behavioral animation. There are two main approaches
used in the literature: agent-based models and force-based models. The ﬁrst approach is based on modeling of
virtual agents, which interact among themselves and have some level of autonomy and individuality. The second
approach –force-based models– provides more global control and handles high density crowds. These methods
normally yield crowd simulations that resemble particles rather than human animation. In this subsection, we
survey existing approaches for crowd models.
Two seminal papers are examples of agents-based model: Reynolds [14] simulated ﬂocks of bird-like entities,
or boids, obtaining realistic animation by using only simple local rules; Tu and Terzopoulos [15] created groups
of artiﬁcial ﬁshes endowed with synthetic vision and environmental perception, which control their behavior. In
both papers, only small groups were simulated, and high density crowds were not treated. Another example of
agents-based models was presented by Musse and Thalmann [16], who proposed an approach with hierarchically
structured crowds having diﬀerent levels of autonomy. In their model, the behavior is based on a set of rules
dealing with the information contained in groups of individuals, e.g. individual and group knowledge about the
world, individual and group states as well as their intentions. Ulicny and Thalmann [17] proposed a model for
crowd simulation based on combination of rules and Finite State Machines for controlling agents’ behaviors in
a multi-layer approach. The model proposed by Farenc et al. [18] describes the coordination between smart
objects, intelligent environments and the virtual crowd. This work describes crowds of virtual people which were
controlled by the objects in order to act, and could read the environment in order to evolve in the simulation.
In this case, the virtual agents were less autonomous and more controlled by the environment. Not focused on
crowds, but on groups of few virtual agents, the model proposed by Abaci et al. [19] describe an extended version
of smart objects for AI and planning purposes.
The second class of crowds in literature is concerned with force-based models. Bouvier and collaborators
[20] have studied crowd movements with adapted particle systems. In their work, the motion of people is mod-
eled with charges and decision ﬁelds, which were based on the interactions between electric charges and electric
ﬁelds. Helbing and collaborators [21, 22] presented a model to simulate groups of people in panic situations.
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Helbing’s model is physically-based, and crowd movement is determined by attraction and repulsion forces be-
tween simulated agents and the environment. Both models are examples of force based methods that deal with
high density crowds, where virtual agents are homogeneously treated as particles. Braun et al. [23] extended
this model by adding individualities to agents and including the concept of groups, focusing on panic situations.
Despite the interesting results, this latter model does not present facilities to provide individual control. In addi-
tion, physically-based models as proposed by Bouvier et al. [20], Helbing and Molnar [21] lack simplicity and
robustness, i.e., any changes in resulting behavior should be addressed by changes in the equation that represents
the global control. Treuille et al. [13] proposed a real-time crowd model based on continuum dynamics. In their
model, a dynamic potential ﬁeld integrates global navigation with moving obstacles, by modeling the spatial mo-
tion of agents as a function of crowd density. This model presents very interesting results, but the model lacks
local control and simplicity. In addition, changes in the model are hard to achieve because of its complexity.
Finally, some hybrid methods describe models to combine local and global control, e.g. Pelechano et al.
[24] described a crowd model by applying a combination of psychological and geometrical rules, with social and
physical forces. This model is focused on panic situations, and many parameters should be calibrated in order to
exhibit expected behaviors.
In summary, some of the simulation methods presented in literature can be classiﬁed as agents-based models.
While this popular approach brings some behavioral advantages in obtained results, it lacks of control ﬂexibility
in high dense crowds. On the other hand, the model described in [13] is one example of a force-based model. It
presents interesting assumptions dealing with individuals and groups with common goals. However, the downside
is the complexity of the method and the lack of individual control.
3. Semantics
In this section, we elaborate on the semantics required for both virtual environments (3.1) and agents (3.2).
3.1. Semantics for Virtual Environments
Virtual worlds are populated with objects that are described by various properties, by an appearance and,
increasingly often, by some physics as well. In addition, an object can exhibit some basic behavior, usually
deﬁned by scripts that, for example, can prescribe how to move, what animation to trigger, or how to interact with
other objects. We developed a semantic model that provides a shared knowledge base among all these components
(presentation, physics and behavior).
We deﬁne a semantic game world as ’a virtual environment that is populated with entities (either objects or
agents) that are enriched with semantics’ [25]. Because of this semantics, all information in the world can be kept
consistent. Not only is this valid for the external appearance of an entity, but also for its internal behavior, and
its relations with other entities. When more entities behave like in real life, both players and agents can achieve
their goals in multiple ways. For example, in order to satisfy their hunger, agents might eat a snack, buy food in a
nearby shop, or order a meal in a restaurant, assuming these entities were speciﬁed in a proper way.
The main concepts in our semantic model are entities (physical objects or spaces), of which characteristics
are expressed in attributes. Physical objects consist of a particular type of matter on which attributes are deﬁned
as well. Many relationships can be expressed between such entities, and be used, for example, to automatically
generate ﬂoor plans [26], room layouts [27] and consistent buildings [28].
The generic behavior of entities in our model is expressed through the concept of services, deﬁning ‘the
capacity of entities to perform particular actions’ [2]. Basic components of an action are its requirements and its
eﬀects. The eﬀects determine what the action brings about, while the requirements determine when the action may
be performed. For example, when someone inserts a coin into a vending machine, it will return a snack, which
can be eaten to reduce the level of hunger.
3.2. Semantics for Agents
In order to simulate agents in a semantic game world, the concept of desires has been introduced in our
semantic model. A desire describes the intent of an entity with regard to its state, and can be either relative or
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absolute. Absolute desires describe the state or the range of states the entity wishes to be in, and the set of states
that satisﬁes these desires will not vary over time. For example, an agent may have the desire to have at least 10
coins. In contrast, relative desires describe changes that the entity wishes to apply to its state, and thus the set of
states that satisﬁes these desires can change when the entity’s state changes. For example, for an agent to ’obtain
another hat’, it does not matter how many hats the agent already has, only by having one more will the desire be
fulﬁlled.
By querying their (known part of the) world, agents will be able to ﬁnd actions whose eﬀects have an inﬂuence
on their current desires. From each action requirement, a new desire can be generated to satisfy it, for which
actions can then be found that may help satisfy that desire. Actions may also have a reaction as one of its eﬀects
(the attempted start of another action), and as such agents may also include actions performed by other entities in
their search.
Crowd
Slice 1
Slice 2
D1
(20%)
D2
(30%)
D3
(25%)
D3
(40%)
D4
(60%)
A1 (0.7)
A2 (0.5)
A1 (1.0) A2 (0.8)
A3 (1.0) A2 (0.1)
A4 (0.9)
A5 (0.4)
Fig. 1: Example of the structure of a crowd using our agent model. D# represent Demographics, and A# Ambi-
tions.
4. Crowds
The proposed semantic crowds approach is subdivided into two major parts: the crowd and the agent. The
crowd model contains the global composition of a crowd in diﬀerent demographics and the ratio in which they
are present. For each of these demographics, a semantic agent model describes their speciﬁc behavior. The next
sections will elaborate on both the crowd model and the semantic agents.
4.1. Crowd Model
The semantic crowd model consists of two independent components: the crowd proﬁle and the crowd socket.
The crowd proﬁle deﬁnes all environment-independent aspects of the crowd. The crowd socket conﬁgures all
aspects required to insert the crowd into a concrete environment.
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4.1.1. Crowd Proﬁle
In this section, we discuss the crowd proﬁle of our model. We work from the bottom up, from one level above
the agents themselves, up to the entire crowd. Note that with our deﬁnition of crowd, there can be more than one
crowd acting in a single environment. We use the term population for the entire set of agents in an environment.
A demographic is a group of agents that have something in common, and it has often been used before in
virtual crowd deﬁnitions, such as [29]. What they have in common depends on the used agent model. For example,
the demographic ’heavy smokers’ may contain agents that will often stop to smoke a cigarette. A demographic
always contains a set of conditions, which constrain when an agent can belong to it, e.g. only when a market is
busy enough pickpockets will appear. A demographic slice is a description of demographics that covers at most
the entire crowd. One can think of this as the distribution of agents in demographics when a cross-section of the
crowd is made. Each demographic is coupled with a percentage, e.g. shopping behaviors in a mall might be 30%
shop-a-holics, 40% shoppers for groceries, 16% impulse buyers 1% thieves, and the other 12% passers-by. Since
the demographics themselves have conditions, a demographic slice also contains an indicator on how to handle
cases where the demographic is not enabled. If a demographic is disabled, it will either be treated as if it was
unassigned space in the slice, or the other demographics will be ’enlarged’ such that the slice covers the same
percentage of the crowd.
A crowd is a collection of demographic slices, together with a ’default demographic’. Because the slices do
not need to cover the entire crowd, it may happen that an agent is part of none of the demographics from the
slices, in which case it will be part of that default demographic. A crowd also contains a distribution of agent
attributes. Several attributes must always be present, such as age group (kid, adult or elder), gender and preferred
movement speed. The used agent model may impose other required attributes. These distributions describe the
general distribution of attributes across the crowd, and can be ’overridden’ in each demographic. A schematic
example of the full structure of a crowd proﬁle can be seen in Figure 1.
4.1.2. Crowd Socket
In order to place a crowd in a concrete environment, some information on that environment is required, be
it enriched with semantics or not. We now discuss the crowd socket component of our crowd model, and, in
particular, how crowds as deﬁned above can be inserted in concrete environments. The speciﬁcations listed below
are the bare minimum required, and can be extended to facilitate extra features of the used agent model(s).
First and foremost, to insert a crowd into an environment it must be known which type of entity will represent
agents (e.g. a generic human, a police oﬃcer or a car). Because a single environment may contain multiple types
of crowds at once, the object type can be speciﬁed for each used crowd. Attributes of the ’controlled’ entities may
be set using the agent attribute distributions in the crowd and demographics.
It should also be speciﬁed where in the environment the agents will come (or spawn) from. Each type of
spawn space must be speciﬁed individually and a desired spawn rate needs to be speciﬁed. The inverse type of
space, the ones where the agents leave the environment, do not have to be speciﬁed in the crowd socket. Since
not all exits need to be spaces, they have to be deﬁned in the semantics by actions that remove the agent from the
environment. The reason for this choice is that leaving should be an action, meaning that the agent must want to
leave and simply being in the space designated as ‘exit’ does not necessarily mean that the agent intends to leave.
Conditions may also be imposed on the spawn space to prevent agents from spawning. For example, agents might
only spawn when the door is open, or while there are less than 500 agents in the environment.
4.2. Semantic Agents
This section discusses our agent model, which is the one that ultimately makes use of the semantics present
in the environment. Aside from the global structure, including a speciﬁcation of the accompanying type of demo-
graphic, we also discuss the global thought process of our agents.
4.2.1. Agent Model
Our agent model is a variant of the BDI (Beliefs, Desires, Intentions) agent model, ﬁrst introduced by Bratman
[30]. Agents have a set of goals that they wish to fulﬁl, each one containing one or more semantic desires (as
introduced in Section 3.2). For each goal, they also have an urgency valuation function, or rather a way of
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determining how urgent each of the goals are. The combination of goal and urgency valuation function is what we
call an ambition. Aside from assigning a numerical value to the urgency, the valuation function also determines if
the ambition should be taken into consideration at all (for example, whatever happens, an agent should only buy a
jacket once).
The set of ambitions in an agent are Desires in BDI, while Beliefs are implicitly present in the form of a world
view. Intentions are represented by the ambition selected by the agent and the paths it found to satisfy it.
In the type of demographic speciﬁc for this agent model, a set of these ambitions is speciﬁed along with a
probability. This probability indicates the chance an agent, randomly picked from all agents in the demographic,
has that ambition. We also introduced two extra attributes for all agents: determination and distractibility. The
higher the determination of an agent, the more likely it is that it will fulﬁl the ambition it selected before attempting
to fulﬁl another one.
By letting a demographic be deﬁned in a set of possible ambitions, we diﬀerentiate ourselves from works such
as [29]. Instead of explicitly specifying where the agents will go at what times, we specify what the agents want
to accomplish when certain conditions are met.
To make further use of ambitions, we also extended the crowd socket for our agents. Aside from the basic
information, one can also specify actions that insert ambitions into agents, along with an insertion strength. When-
ever those actions are successfully performed on an agent, the agent has a chance (determined by the insertion
strength, as well as the agent’s distractibility) to gain another ambition. Such a behavior of actions most closely
resembles advertisements: they are designed to make agents want to do things they would never have thought of
on their own.
4.2.2. Agent Thought Process
An overview of the ‘thought process’ of our agents can be seen in Figure 2. Note that this ﬂow diagram only
indicates the steps an agent will take when it is actually allowed to do something. If it is performing an action, or
certain actions are being performed on the agent, this whole process is skipped and the agent just waits.
Select Ambition Ambitionchanged?
Find ways to fulfil
ambition
Yes
Find next action to
perform
No
No Should I
perform the
action?
Perform the action
Yes
Wait for the action
to be performed
No
Update Ambition
Urgencies
Ambition is
possible?
Yes
Fig. 2: Overview of a single round in the thought process of a semantic agent.
Update Ambition Urgencies. First, the agent re-evaluates all its current ambitions, and determines which ambi-
tions may be considered.
Select Ambition. Now the ambition with the highest urgency is selected. If the previously selected ambition has
a high urgency as well, that ambition may be selected instead, depending on the agent’s determination; the higher
this determination, the higher the discrepancy in urgency values can be, without the agent selecting a diﬀerent
ambition.
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Visualiser
World
Semantics
Movement
Engine
Agent
Engine(s)
Agent
Fig. 3: Schematic overview of our framework.
Find Ways to Fulﬁl Ambition. If the selected ambition is diﬀerent from the one the agent was trying to fulﬁl in
the previous round, it needs to ﬁnd out how to achieve its new ambition. The agent will query its world view
for entities able to perform an action aﬀecting one of the desires in its ambition. For each of those, desires are
generated for its requirements, and so forth. This search only stops when all possible paths are found.
Find Next Action to Perform. Once both the ambition to achieve, and the ways to achieve it, are known, the
agent can select the action to perform next. The action selection mechanism will not try to ﬁnd the optimal way
of achieving the ambition. Since the state of the environment can change while the agent is trying to fulﬁl its
ambition, ﬁnding that optimal path is infeasible. Our agents use an action selection mechanism based on expected
action cost. One could see this as the agents being lazy and short-sighted; they desire the least amount of eﬀort,
but will not take into account the amount of eﬀort future actions might cost. A more graceful way of putting it
is that agents opt for immediate gratiﬁcation for instant feedback, instead of thinking of the long-term beneﬁts.
If multiple actions have the same cost, the agent will select an order randomly. If a next action is found, it is
executed, else a new ambition will be selected, with the current ambition taken out of consideration.
5. Framework
We have implemented the crowd and agent models described in the previous section, along with an interactive
editor for both. This section discusses the resulting framework. First, an overview of the system will be given,
along with descriptions of every component. Then, the editors for the two models are introduced.
5.1. System Overview
A schematic overview of our system can be seen in Figure 3. The dashed boxes indicate components that can
be replaced by custom versions relatively easily. The rest of this section will give a more detailed description of
the various components.
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5.1.1. Simulator
The simulator is the central part of the framework, and connects the various components. It will not do any-
thing signiﬁcant itself; it only propagates the data between the diﬀerent components, and allows the components
to interact.
It does however contain the main update-loop of the simulation. The ﬁrst step is letting the world know to
update all spawn triggers, to see if any more agents should be added to the environment. After that the semantics
are updated to make the environment state up-to-date. The agents themselves are updated afterwards, and ﬁnally
the movement engine is requested to update the position of the agents.
5.1.2. Agent Engine(s)
The agent engines take care of the updating process of the agents, and is thus speciﬁc for the used agent model.
For our agent model, the engine does not need to do much more than delegate the update process to each of the
agents. However, if the agent model requires some form of communication between agents that can not be handled
using semantics, the accompanying agent engine should handle that.
Detecting actions that insert ambitions into agents is the only extra inclusion in our agent engine. This detec-
tion could also be part of the agents themselves, but that would mean that the agents already know what ambitions
they may eventually get.
5.1.3. Agent
The abstract agent, as deﬁned in our simulator, requires three properties to be speciﬁed by the model-speciﬁc
implementations. These properties are all related to the movement of the agents; visual information of the agents
is assumed to be speciﬁed in the semantic representation that the agent controls, and any other information is
speciﬁc for each agent model:
Motion Type Each agent must indicate if it takes care of the movement by itself, or if the movement engine
should handle the movement. This value need not stay the same throughout the life span of the agent.
Target Position To let the movement engine know where to send the agent, each agent speciﬁes its target
position. This will not be used internally if the motion type indicates that the movement engine should leave this
agent alone.
Preferred Movement Speed This property is by default the value obtained from the crowd proﬁle. However,
if the agent model decides that the agent is in a hurry, or very tired, adjusting this value will let the movement
engine know to adjust the movement speed (when possible).
5.1.4. Movement Engine
The movement engine handles the locomotion of the agents, based on their orientation and target position.
Any collision avoidance should be handled here, although collision detection should be left to physics handlers
provided to the semantics.
We chose to allow only a single explicit motion engine, to encourage simulating all movement with a single
approach. Having multiple movement engines makes it much harder to create a realistic simulation. If a diﬀerent
engine is still required for part of the agents, it can still be achieved by incorporating movement into the agent
engine.
The movement engine used in our system is a small wrapper around a path planner using Explicit Corridor
Mapsh [31].
5.1.5. Visualizer
The visualizer is not strictly a component in the simulation system, since even without it the simulation will
work. The simulator gives access to the semantic environment as well as the agents controlling the entities in that
environment, which is all that is required to visualize what is happening in the simulation.
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Fig. 4: Screenshot of the Crowd Proﬁle Editor.
5.2. Crowd Editor
To aid in the creation of crowds and their addition to semantic virtual worlds, we have created interactive
editors for the Crowd Proﬁle and Crowd Sockets. To emphasize the independence of the two components of our
crowd model, they are separate editors. The editors are also speciﬁcally built to create crowds of agents using our
semantic agent model.
The Crowd Proﬁle editor allows the user to create a crowd proﬁle from the bottom up, but also allows users
to load an existing crowd and edit it to their liking. A screenshot of the editor may be found in Figure 4, which
displays the editing tab for ambitions. The left column of the editor provides aggregated lists of goals, ambitions,
demographics and demographic slices, and provides easy access to them at any point in the editing process for
either selection or drag and drop functionality. The rest of the editor displays what the user is currently editing.
Users can edit goals by adding, removing and editing their desires. These desires are deﬁned by setting
adesired state for entities or attributes, in addition to some explicit desires like ’leave the environment’. To set
the goal of an ambition, the user only needs to drag and drop the appropriate goal from the list on the left side
of the editor. The urgency valuation function of an ambition consists of a mathematical expression and a set or
conditions determining if the ambition should be considered. The conditions of the ambitions are similarly deﬁned
as the desires of goals.
Demographic deﬁnitions are created by adding ambitions and specifying a probability (see also the screenshot
in Figure 4). each demographic may also override the agent attribute distributions. These demographics are put
into slices together with a coverage percentage of each demographic. The slices can then be added to crowds. For
a single demographic, an extra spot has been reserved at the bottom. This demographic is the ‘default’ one, and
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need only be set if none of the slices cover the entire crowd.
For the Crowd Socket Editor, there are two main content collections that need to be ﬁlled: crowd sources and
ambition inserters. A crowd source is a combination of a crowd proﬁle, a spawn space and spawn trigger. The
deﬁnition of conditions works similar to all other conditions used in the Crowd Proﬁle editor. However in this
case there are two sets of conditions. The ﬁrst set will prevent the spawn trigger from updating, the second set
will prevent it from notifying the spawn space that an agent should be spawned.
The editing tab for ambition inserters is similar to the format of the crowd proﬁle editor. On the left side are
lists with ambitions and goals, which are automatically populated with those found in any crowd used in the crowd
sources. On the right side are tabs for those ambitions and goals, as well as a tab with all inserters. Each ambition
inserter requires, aside from an ambition and insertion strength, a reference to a type of action and the entity type
of the actor. This pair represents the actual inserter; whenever an entity of the given actor type performs an action
that is a child of the given action, the given ambition will be attempted to be inserted.
6. Results
To demonstrate the viability and merits of the proposed approach, two scenarios have been created and popu-
lated by the same crowd. Section 6.1 describes the setup of the basic environment, which the two cases discussed
in Sections 6.2 and 6.3 expand upon. Section 6.1 also introduces the crowd template used in both scenarios.
6.1. Basic Setup
In this section, we introduce the basic environment, the crowd to be used throughout the section, including its
environment speciﬁc settings, and the initial results of populating the former with the latter.
6.1.1. The Environment
Layout & Semantics. The environment represents a part of an airport before customs. It is a hallway with benches
on one side, on which agents can rest, and several establishments on the other side, including a bank (A), hotel
(B), cafe (C), a concealed room with plum trees (D), and an arcade hall (E). An ATM is also present in the hallway,
in the facade of the hotel. This ﬂoor plan can be seen in Figure 5a.
The agents enter from the left and right sides of the environment, and can exit there as well. They can also
‘exit’ into the hotel, however, in order to do so, they have to check in ﬁrst. Checking in can be done at the front
desk of the hotel, but requires a credit voucher from the bank. In order to use the lounge chairs in the hotel lobby,
an agent must be checked in as well. To use the services of the arcade hall and the coﬀee shop, money is required,
which can be retrieved at the ATM or in the bank. The plum form the trees are free. The arcades increase the
enjoyment of an agent, drinking coﬀee sates thirst and slightly increases the need to go to the toilet, and eating
plums greatly increases that need. The cafe and the bank are only usable by adults and elderly.
Crowd Socket. There is only a minimal conﬁguration required for this environment. The spawn spaces at the ends
of the hallway are speciﬁed, along with their spawn rate. Furthermore, the speciﬁc semantic entity that represents
the agent is deﬁned. Finally, the maximum number of agents in the environment is set to 50, because with any
more agents the doorways would become clogged very fast.
6.1.2. The Crowd Proﬁle
Throughout the scenarios in this section we use exactly the same crowd proﬁle. In doing so, we wish to make
our point that virtual environments enriched with diﬀerent semantics are able to induce rather diﬀerent behaviors
on the same crowd. In other words, you don’t need to ‘re-program’ the agents to have them act or react in diﬀerent
environments or manners.
The distribution of the agents’ genders is set to be equal, but in the age group distribution, adults are more
likely than elderly and children: approximately 15% will be children, 15% will be elderly, and the other 70% will
be adults. The average walking speed declines as the age is higher, but their determination and distractibility are
equally distributed.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 5: On the top, the ﬂoor plan (a) and heatmap (b) of the basic setup are shown. Below, the ﬂoor plan (c)
and heatmap (d) for Case 1. In both heatmaps, diﬀerent colors are used for diﬀerent age groups: blue traces are
elderly, red traces are adults, and green traces are kids.
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Every agent has a small ambition to leave the environment, such that they will never be standing still, as well
as the ambition to go to the toilet when they need to. The latter increases an agent’s urgency when it ‘ﬁlls up’.
Most children (80%) will want to do something fun before they leave, while only 10% of the adults have that
ambition, and none of the elderly. All adults and elderly have the ambition to rest when the are tired, but elderly
tire much faster than adults. Half of the adults and three-quarters of the elderly enter the environment in search of
a drink, and half of the adults who do not want a drink aim to check in at the hotel.
6.1.3. Analysis
A heatmap of the simulation of this basic setup can be seen in Figure 5b. The easiest observation to make
from this map is that the agents make no use of the available plums whatsoever. This is exactly what is expected
though, as the eﬀect of the plums does not positively inﬂuence any of the ambitions that the agents have. The
agents will also never exhibit the ambition to relieve themselves, as there is nothing in the environment that they
can use to do that.
Another general observation is that the agents will approximately equally distribute themselves over the var-
ious objects giving the same service. As discussed in Section 4.2, the choice of actions that agents choose to
perform is based on the expected ‘cost’ when performing those actions. Because the calculation of the expected
cost is rather crude, it is not necessarily the object closest to the entrance that gets used the most.
The heatmap also shows several agents that at some point sat on the benches. Because the average life time
of an agent in the environment is low, only elderly agents have rested on the benches, adults left before they got
tired. The lounge chairs are unused in this sample. While any agent can choose the lounge chairs as a possible
resting place, the cost for using them is much lower when the agent is already in the check-in progress. Because
the benches are spread out over the environment, agents will ﬁnd it much easier to just sit on a bench, than going
through the process of checking in.
Our agents take into account only one ambition at a time. Thus agents will not combine the ambition to check
in to the hotel with the ambition to rest; whatever is deemed more urgent will be achieved ﬁrst. Something similar
could be observed with regard to the coﬀee shop and arcade hall. If an agent wants to visit and make use of both
establishments, the agent will need to use the ATM twice (or go to the bank once) to get enough money. However,
agents will never get more money if they believe they have enough to start satisfying their current ambition. Thus
an agent may visit the ATM before going to the coﬀee shop, after which it needs to go to the ATM again before
going to the arcade hall.
As long as one does not try to follow the individual agents, the system creates a fairly realistic ‘background
crowd’. Of course, if more detailed behavior is desired, the semantics and/or crowd deﬁnition will need to be
extended accordingly.
6.2. Case 1: Hurdles
For this ﬁrst case, we slightly modiﬁed the basic environment described above, in order to highlight the
strength of the semantics in the world and in its objects. The same crowd is used, and the modiﬁcations to the
environment were so minor that the crowd socket can also remain the same. We ﬁrst describe the changes made for
this new environment, after which we discuss the results of having the crowd move through the new environment.
6.2.1. The Environment
This environment is mostly the same as the environment from Section 6.1. However, in order to use the bank
counters, a ticket is required from the bank’s front desk in the bottom-left corner of the bank. A similar change
has been applied to the arcade hall: in order to use the arcade machines, coins are needed. Money can be traded in
for coins at the machine near the entrance, outside of the arcade hall. An updated ﬂoor plan can be seen in Figure
5c.
6.2.2. Analysis
Since the same crowd is used in this environment, we still see mostly the same behavior. However, as can be
seen from the heatmap in Figure 5d, there are some signiﬁcant diﬀerences. The major diﬀerence in the heatmap is
that a disproportionate number of agents is using the front desk of the bank. Because getting a ticket is very easy,
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agents will (usually wrongly) assume that using the bank is faster than using the ATM. There are some agents that
still use the bank after they got a ticket, but those are the same agents as the ones that checked in at the hotel a few
moments later.
It is also apparent that agents often walk back and forth between the coin machine and the arcade cabinets.
Agents are not able to satisfy their ambition to have ‘enough’ fun with just one or two plays, and their coins will
usually run out before the ambition has been satisﬁed. Because we made our agents opt for instant satisfaction,
rather than ﬁnding the optimal route to satisfy all ambitions, they will not hoard enough coins in order to keep
playing until they are done. Instead, only one batch of coins is bought at a time, and a new batch is only bought
when the current batch is insuﬃcient.
Since this environment is only slightly diﬀerent from the original environment, having the same crowd run
in this simulation gives only a little taste of the strength of semantics for crowd simulation. By changing the
way agents have to solve their problems, without changing anything to the agents themselves, we show that by
employing semantics, it does not matter how convoluted the path towards the goal of the agents is. It also does
not matter in how many ways the agents can fulﬁl their ambitions, nor what type of objects the agents need to use,
nor how those objects can be used.
6.3. Case 2: Supersize
This second case uses a signiﬁcantly larger environment. We also introduce ads, which will try to make agents
do things that were not speciﬁed in ther crowd deﬁnition. Section 6.3.1 describes the diﬀerences between the new
environment and the one used in Case 1, and Section 6.3.2 discusses the crowd behaviour in this new environment.
6.3.1. The Environment
Layout And Semantics. This environment is an extension of the environment used in Section 6.2, as can be seen
in the ﬂoor map in Figure 6. The top hallway is the same as before, although there are less benches on the bottom
wall to accommodate the new hallways.
The central block contains a toy store (F), toilets (G for males, J for females), juice shop (I) and a art gallery
(K). The toy store will provide fun for kids while they browse, while the art gallery does the same for adults and
elderly. An ad placed in the left hallway will entice agents to buy something at that toy store, although none of
the agents will shop there automatically. The toilets, separated by gender, ﬁnally provide the agents with a way to
relieve themselves.
Near the entrance of the toy store is a sign with information on the plum trees, and acts as an ad for those trees.
In the same hallway an ad for drinks is located, which means that kids may also want a drink if they pass that ad.
A fountain can also be found close by (H), although it only has an aesthetic function.
The bottom hallway contains a burger restaurant (L) and another hotel (M). An extra ATM is placed in front
of the new hotel, and a generic ad for food is placed in front of the burger restaurant. The same ad is also placed
in the left hallway. Agents can enter and leave from the left and right ends of the top an bottom hallways, and an
ad for the hotel chain is also located at the exit near the burger restaurant.
Crowd Socket. With the addition of ads, this environment needs some more conﬁguration before agents can use
all of it. For each type of ad entity, we specify what of ambition they want the agents to have. For the plum ad, the
agents will want to eat at least one plum before leaving the environment. The food ads will make agents want to
eat something before they leave; in this case that can be either a plum or a burger at the restaurant. The toy store
ad and hotel ad are fairly self-explanatory: they will make the agents want to buy something at the toy store and
check-in to one of the hotels respectively.
6.3.2. Analysis
Behavioural Evaluation. Now that the environment contains ads, the crowd can do what it would never think of
before, as can be seen on the heatmaps in Figure 7. Since the plum trees are not on the route for anything else, the
fact that agents are walking near them gives enough evidence that the plum trees are now being used. The burger
restaurant is eerily quiet, but that is because it costs so much. Plums will also sate the hunger of the agents, so
they would rather eat a few plums than go to the restaurant.
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Fig. 6: Floor plan for the extended environment of Case 2.
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Fig. 7: Heatmaps for Case 2. The left map uses the same color scheme as the heatmaps in Figure 5; in the right
map, blue traces are males and pink traces are females.
Another interesting observation is that, while the art gallery can be used by elderly, they never actually use it.
This has a simple explanation, because the elderly agents will never have the ambition to do something fun before
leaving. They will never have that ambition from the moment they enter the environment, because of the crowd
proﬁle, and there are no ads that will make them want to visit the gallery either.
In conclusion, now that the environment is signiﬁcantly larger, the power of semantics is even more visible.
Without changing anything in the crowd proﬁle, we can let the crowd roam through this environment with just as
much realism as in the smaller environments.
Performance Analysis. In the ﬁrst two simulations, we could simulate approximately 175 agents without getting
a noticeable lag in performance. The same amount of lag occurred in the third simulation at around 100 agents.
The main bottleneck for these numbers of agents is the process of an agent ﬁnding all possible ways to satisfy its
ambition. We have made very few optimizations in that algorithm however, so we expect that our framework will
easily be able to handle larger crowds.
7. Conclusions
We proposed semantic crowds, a novel approach that allows one to easily deﬁne crowd templates in an easy and
portable way, and re-use them without modiﬁcation for virtually any environment, in which the objects available
are spontaneously used in a meaningful manner. This is achieved by having each agent query the environment to
ﬁnd whatever objects are deemed suitable to fulﬁl its desires.
We brieﬂy described our prototype system, including an interactive crowd editor that provides high-level
editing parameters for deﬁning crowd templates. We ﬁnally demonstrated how such a semantic crowd ﬂexibly
adapts its behavior to quite diﬀerently conﬁgured environments. This modular approach for crowd re-use easily
combines with your custom implementations of agent behavior model and motion planner, possibly providing
more ﬁne-grained control or more realistic and detailed paths.
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